RPM Support - Issue #618
deleting a repo bound to a consumer displays all the task tags for the operation
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Description
Description of problem:
If you delete a repo that is bound to a consumer the cli is very verbal and displays all the task tags
Version-Release number of selected component (if applicable):
[root@hp-dl380pgen8-02-vm-2 ~]# rpm -qa pulp-server
pulp-server-2.5.0-0.19.rc.el7.noarch
[root@hp-dl380pgen8-02-vm-2 ~]#
How reproducible:
Steps to Reproduce:
1.create a repo
2.register a consumer and bind the repo to the consumer
3.Delete the repo the repo above without unbinding
Actual results:
[root@hp-dl380pgen8-02-vm-2 ~]# pulp-admin rpm repo delete --repo-id zoo
This command may be exited via ctrl+c without affecting the request.
[\]
Running...
Repository [zoo] successfully deleted
[\]
Running...
-- Task Tags: pulp:consumer:client1, pulp:repository:zoo,
pulp:repository_distributor:yum_distributor, pulp:action:agent_unbind ---Repository [zoo] successfully deleted
Expected results:
Additional info:
+ This bug was cloned from Bugzilla Bug #1165291 +
History
#1 - 03/20/2015 08:13 PM - bmbouter
- Severity changed from Low to 1. Low
#2 - 04/12/2019 10:15 PM - bmbouter
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- Status changed from NEW to CLOSED - WONTFIX
Pulp 2 is approaching maintenance mode, and this Pulp 2 ticket is not being actively worked on. As such, it is being closed as WONTFIX. Pulp 2 is
still accepting contributions though, so if you want to contribute a fix for this ticket, please reopen or comment on it. If you don't have permissions to
reopen this ticket, or you want to discuss an issue, please reach out via the developer mailing list.
#3 - 04/15/2019 11:07 PM - bmbouter
- Tags Pulp 2 added
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